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Abstract

Although bubonic plague is an endemic zoonosis in many countries around the world, the factors responsible for the
persistence of this highly virulent disease remain poorly known. Classically, the endemic persistence of plague is suspected
to be due to the coexistence of plague resistant and plague susceptible rodents in natural foci, and/or to a metapopulation
structure of reservoirs. Here, we test separately the effect of each of these factors on the long-term persistence of plague.
We analyse the dynamics and equilibria of a model of plague propagation, consistent with plague ecology in Madagascar, a
major focus where this disease is endemic since the 1920s in central highlands. By combining deterministic and stochastic
analyses of this model, and including sensitivity analyses, we show that (i) endemicity is favoured by intermediate host
population sizes, (ii) in large host populations, the presence of resistant rats is sufficient to explain long-term persistence of
plague, and (iii) the metapopulation structure of susceptible host populations alone can also account for plague endemicity,
thanks to both subdivision and the subsequent reduction in the size of subpopulations, and extinction-recolonization
dynamics of the disease. In the light of these results, we suggest scenarios to explain the localized presence of plague in
Madagascar.
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Introduction

Although bubonic plague has marked human history by three

pandemics (Justinian plague in the 6th–8th centuries, Medieval

plague in the 14th–18th centuries and Asiatic plague since 1894

[1]), this zoonosis caused by the coccobacillus Yersinia pestis is

primarily a rodent disease. Its persistent circulation in wild

reservoirs is responsible for occasional epidemics in human

populations [2,3]. Each plague focus has distinct characteristics,

but all have mammal hosts as reservoirs and fleas as vectors.

Two main factors are suspected to explain the endemic

persistence of plague despite its high virulence. The first one is

the coexistence of plague resistant and plague susceptible rodents

in many wild foci of the world. Susceptible hosts are assumed to

allow plague transmission by developing the high septicemia

needed for the disease to spread, while resistant hosts would help

maintain the host and flea populations and would lower the

effective rate of encounter between infectious fleas and susceptible

hosts [4–6]. The second factor which could explain plague

endemism is the host metapopulation structure [7–10], which may

allow for extinction-recolonization dynamics of plague in local

foci, between which the disease spreads slowly [11,12]. Theoretical

models have shown that these extinction-recolonization dynamics

are involved in the persistence of various infectious diseases, e.g.

measles [8,13,14]. A few other mechanisms are thought to favour

the persistence of plague, such as the presence of multiple hosts

[5,15], the possible persistence of Y. pestis in soils [16,17], the direct

transmission between rats inside burrows [18,19] or the hetero-

geneity in the phenology of the host reproduction [15]. These

alternative explanations will be discussed at the end of the article.

Explaining the endemism of plague has been the objective of

several theoretical studies [15,20–22]. However, the roles of

resistance and of metapopulation structure of rodent reservoirs for

plague persistence have rarely been explored separately. For

instance, the model developed by Keeling & Gilligan [21] showed

that metapopulation structure can explain the long-term persis-

tence of plague via extinction-recolonization dynamics of the

disease, but the theoretical population that they modelled included

some resistant individuals, so that the roles of both factors cannot

be disentangled. This is also the case for theoretical studies on the

Kazakh focus [22,23], where the hosts are modelled as partly

resistant. In populations of susceptible hosts, such as prairie dogs

(Cynomys spp.) in the United States, the link between spatial

structure and plague persistence has been empirically observed

[24–26] and theoretically confirmed, at least on short time scales

(Salkeld et al. found that plague transmission between adjacent
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coteries of a structured susceptible host population lead to enzootic

phases which last for more than 1 year in about 25% of model

runs [27]). Also, several studies pointed out the need to test for the

different mechanisms involved in plague endemism [5,28].

Madagascar is one of the major plague foci in the world,

accounting for 31% of the 50,000 reported human cases

worldwide between 1987 and 2009 [29]. Bubonic plague was

introduced in Madagascar in 1898 [30] and spread to central

highlands in the 1920s [31]. Since that time, the disease persists in

this region at the landscape level. In coastal areas and regions

below 800 m of altitude, only sporadic urban epidemics occurred,

due to human-mediated translocation of infected rodents from

central highlands [30,32]. In Madagascar, the main host of plague

is the black rat, Rattus rattus [30], that is widespread throughout the

island [30], while two species of fleas are involved as vectors [31]:

Xenopsylla cheopis, the oriental rat flea, which has a cosmopolitan

distribution, and Synopsyllus fonquerniei, an endemic flea from

Madagascar whose distribution is restricted to central highlands.

Compared to many other natural plague foci, only a few species

are involved in the transmission of the disease [3]. Nevertheless,

and despite its importance regarding public health, the causes of

plague persistence in Madagascar have never been explored.

Preliminary population genetic studies suggested that rat popula-

tions from the highlands are more geographically structured than

those of the coastal areas, probably because of the more rugged

physical landscape that limits migration [33]. Also, consistent with

the hypothesis of a causal relationship between plague persistence

and host resistance, at least 50% of the rats caught in Malagasy

highlands are plague-resistant, whereas they are all susceptible in

low altitude plague-free areas [34,35]. However, as highlands were

colonised by rats from coastal areas several centuries ago [34], the

evolution of plague resistance in Malagasy black rats may be

recent and posterior to the spread of the disease. It might thus be a

consequence rather than a primary cause of plague persistence in

rural areas of central highlands.

Building on the model of Keeling & Gilligan [20,21], we

developed a theoretical approach to evaluate independently the

roles of host population structure and of host resistance in the

long-term persistence of plague. The model was parameterized

using data from plague ecology in Madagascar when they are

available or from the literature otherwise. The sensitivity of the

model to a range of parameters was tested. We evaluated the

consistency of the hypothesis suggesting a recent evolution of

plague resistance in Madagascar, and identified the parameters

that need to be measured in order to test it.

Materials and Methods

Model
Our model of plague epidemiological dynamics is built on the

framework developed by Keeling and Gilligan [20,21] and is

parameterized using data from studies on plague ecology in

Madagascar when available [18,34–36]. The system of differential

equations (1) accounts for the number of individuals and

epidemiological status of the rat (host) and fleas (vector)

populations. The rodent host population is composed of three

phenotypes: healthy, plague susceptible rats (whose number is S in

system (1)), healthy, plague resistant rats (R), and infectious rats (I ).

Two categories of vectors are taken into account: the mean

number of fleas living on a rat (pulicidian index, N) and the

number of free infectious fleas (F ).

The birth rate of rats is assumed to be density dependent [37]

and modelled by a logistic equation, r being the maximal birth rate

and K the carrying capacity of the rat population. The rats are

assumed to die naturally at constant rate d . We assume no direct

cost to resistance, however only a proportion p of the offspring of

resistant rats are resistant (p is the heritability of resistance;

0ƒpv1), the other offspring (1{p) being all susceptible to plague

[36]. In contrast, all the offspring of susceptible rats are born

susceptible to plague [36]. Susceptible rats (S) can contract the

disease and become infectious (I ) while resistant rats (R) always

remain uninfected, which is a realistic assumption in the context of

the Malagasy plague [36]. Infection happens when free infectious

fleas (F ) land on susceptible rats (S) and transmit the bacillus

according to the transmission parameter b. Free infectious fleas (F )

come randomly in contact with rats with a probability of

encounter 1{e{a(SzIzR) [38]. The parameter a measures the

search efficiency of fleas. Following [39], the infection of rats by

fleas is modelled as a frequency-dependent process. We thus

consider that the force of infection is h~ bF
SzIzR

(1{e{a(SzIzR)).

Infectious rats quickly die from septicemia, which results in an

additional mortality term m, also called the virulence of the

bacillus. The death of each of these rats leads to the release of N

fleas in the environment, increasing the number of free

infectious fleas (F ). Free infectious fleas F die at rate df . Fleas

on the rats are assumed to have a density-dependent growth,

with maximal growth rate rf and a carrying capacity per rat Kf .

All these assumptions result in the following system of

differential equations:

dS

dt
~rS 1{

SzIzR

K

� �
z(1{p)rR 1{

SzIzR

K

� �
{dS{hS ð1aÞ

dI

dt
~hS{(dzm)I ð1bÞ

dR

dt
~p rR 1{

SzIzR

K

� �
{dR ð1cÞ

Author Summary

Bubonic plague, known to have marked human history by
three deadly pandemics, is an infectious disease which
mainly circulates in wild rodent populations and is
transmitted by fleas. Although this disease can be quickly
lethal to its host, it has persisted on long-term in many
rodent populations around the world. The reasons for this
persistence remain poorly known. Two mechanisms have
been invoked, but not yet explicitly and independently
tested: first, the spatial structure of rodent populations
(subdivision into several subpopulations) and secondly,
the presence of, not only plague-susceptible rodents, but
also plague-resistant ones. To gain insight into the role of
the above two factors in plague persistence, we analysed a
mathematical model of plague propagation. We applied
our analyses to the case of Madagascar, where plague has
persisted on central highlands since the 1920s and is
responsible for about 30% of the human cases worldwide.
We found that the long-term persistence of plague can be
explained by the presence of any of the above two factors.
These results allowed us to propose scenarios to explain
the localized presence of plague in the Malagasy
highlands, and help understand the persistence of plague
in many wild foci.

Plague Persistence: Host Structure and Resistance
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dN

dt
~rf N 1{

N

Kf

� �
z

F

SzIzR
(1{e{a(SzIzR)) ð1dÞ

dF

dt
~(dzm)IN{df F{F (1{e{a(SzIzR)) ð1eÞ

Our model includes several modifications compared to the

model of Keeling & Gilligan [20,21], in order to better depict wild

plague foci, and specifically that of Madagascar. In our model, (i)

infectious rats do not recover, as frequently observed [4,6,36], (ii)

free infectious fleas either find a host or quickly die from

starvation, a more explicit modelling of two events that were not

distinguished in [21], and (iii) the descendants of resistant rats

which are resistant also have a density-dependent birth rate, while

they grew exponentially in [20]. Nevertheless, the above changes

do not change the main characteristics of the outputs of the model

(comparison of Figures 1 and 2 with Supporting Figures S1 and

S2).

In the first steps of this study, model (1) is also analysed without

the class of resistant rats (p~0 and no resistant rats initially in the

system; see system (S1.1) in the Supporting Text S1), in order to

investigate their role in plague persistence.

Parameter values
The parameter values that we use come preferentially from

experiments or field observations done in the context of the

Malagasy plague focus. When relevant data are lacking, param-

eters are derived from values found in the plague literature (see

Table 1).

Study of the equilibria
The basic reproductive number of a disease, R0, is the expected

number of secondary cases caused by one infected individual

introduced into a susceptible population [40]. A disease is expected

to spread only if R0 is greater than unity. We calculated R0 in our

model using the Next Generation Approach [40,41]. Details of the

calculations are presented in the Supporting Text S2.

The system of differential equations (1) is then solved

numerically, using the deSolve package [42] in R [43]. Deter-

ministic simulations are run on a time long enough to ensure that

equilibrium states are reached (typically t~300 years with our

parameters). When it is possible to find analytical solutions for

the equilibria (for example with system (S1.2) without fleas, in

the Supporting Text S1), we can check the accuracy of the

numerical integrations of the model. There are four qualitative

types of equilibrium states for the rat populations: (i) whole

population extinction, labelled (0, 0) or (0, 0, 0) for the models

without and with resistant rats, respectively; (ii) persistence of

susceptible rats only, labelled (S�, 0) or (S�, 0, 0); (iii) persistence

of susceptible and infected rats but extinction of resistant rats (in

systems containing resistant rats initially), (S�, I�) or (S�, I�, 0);

and finally (iv), in the model with resistant rats, coexistence of

susceptible, infected and resistant rats, (S�, I�, R�). We consider

a class to be extinct when the number of individuals drops at

least once below 1 during the last 20 years of the numerical

Figure 1. Equilibrium states for a susceptible population, according to the rats’ maximal birth rate, r, and the transmission rate, b,
with (a) K~25,000 rats and (b) K~1,000 rats. Values for other parameters follow the ones presented in Table 1. Stable equilibrium states: (0,0) in
black, (S� ,0) in dark grey and (S� ,I�) in light grey. The dynamics for four couples of parameters are given on Supporting Figure S4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003039.g001

Figure 2. Equilibrium states for a rat population including
resistant rats, according to the maximal birth rate of rats, r,
and the transmission rate, b. Parameter values are given in Table 1,
K~25,000 rats. Stable equilibrium states: (0,0,0) in black, (S� ,0,0) in dark
grey, (S� ,I� ,0) in light grey and (S�,I� ,R�) in white. The dynamics for
four couples of parameters are given on Supporting Figure S8.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003039.g002

Plague Persistence: Host Structure and Resistance
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integration (to avoid any influence of the initial state of the

system on the extinction criteria).

Spatial structure: modelling metapopulations
To study the effect of spatial structure on disease persistence,

a metapopulation of susceptible hosts only (i.e. without resistant

hosts) of total carrying capacity equal to 25,000 rats is

modelled as a set of n subpopulations of equal sizes. We

neglect the effect of distance by assuming that all subpopula-

tions are equidistant (a situation called island model [44] in

population genetics). We consider (i) no spatial structure (n~1),

(ii) a weak spatial structure (ie, a low population subdivision)

(n~4) and (iii) a higher population subdivision (n~25). The

fraction of infections that occur between subpopulations is

given by the parameter m. Although the rats in Madagascar

may move temporarily to other subpopulations, thereby

spreading the disease, capture-recapture studies have shown

that these movements are temporary [18,45]. We therefore

model a migrating force of infection, instead of the migration

of the rats themselves [46]. The value of m was estimated to be

around 1% [18,21].

The force of infection h in system (1) thus becomes hi in the

subpopulation i, which includes the rats Si, Ii and the fleas Fi:

hi~
b

SizIi

1{e{a(SizIi )
� �

(1{m)Fiz
m

n{1

X
j=i

Fj

 !
ð2Þ

Stochastic analyses
To assess the effect of population structure on the persistence of

the disease, we use a stochastic version of our model without

resistant rats (system (S1.1) in the Supporting Text S1), based on

the Gillespie algorithm [47] that is implemented in the

GillespieSSA R package [48]. It simulates a Markov stochastic

process in continuous time and with discrete state values. We ran

simulations both with and without metapopulation structure, in

order to compare the persistence of plague (a hundred replications

for each set of parameters). The number of simulations where

susceptible rats S or infectious rats I persist was recorded over

time, to obtain an estimation of the probability of extinction of rats

S and I through time.

The scripts of the simulations (deterministic and stochastic) are

deposited in the Dryad Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/

dryad.55t60.

Results

Long-term plague persistence without resistance and
without spatial structure

We first investigated the different outcomes of the model

without resistance (variable R~0) and without population

structure (n~1), depending on the value of the transmission

parameter b and of the maximal birth rate r.

When there are no resistant rats and no population structure

(system (S1.1) in the Supporting Text S1), the rat population is

viable if the maximal birth rate of rats r is larger than their

mortality rate d (Figures 1 and 2). The disease propagation

threshold, R0~1, sets the limit between the rat population

equilibria (S�,0) and (S�,I�). Using the Next Generation Method,

we found

R0~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bKf

1z
df

1{e({aK)

vuuut ð3Þ

The propagation of plague is favoured by a high transmission

from fleas to rats (b), which increases the number of infectious rats,

and by a high flea carrying capacity of rats (Kf ), which increases

the number of free fleas, the vectors of the disease (equation (3)). It

is also favoured by a high carrying capacity of the rat population,

K , and by a high search efficiency of fleas, a, through their direct

effect on the probability 1{e{aK that a flea finds a host. Finally, a

high mortality rate of free infectious fleas, df , disadvantages

disease propagation by limiting the number of vectors. However,

note that the fact that plague can initially spread in a susceptible

rat population, although necessary, is not a sufficient condition for

the long-term persistence of the disease.

The parameters K and a cannot for now be estimated from data

collected in Madagascar, but the value of R0 is not sensitive to

Table 1. Parameter values and symbols used in this study, except if a different value is given in the legends.

Parameter Value (Source) From Madagascar

p Heritability of resistance 0:5 [35,36] H

K Carrying capacity of rats 25,000 (rats) Arbitrary choice, K~1,000 also studied

r Maximal birth rate of rats 0 to 20 (year{1) 15 in [36], 5 in [21] H

d Natural mortality of rats 0:75 (year{1) (J.-M Duplantier, unpublished data) H

m Additional mortality due to septicemia 73 (year{1) [34] H

b Transmission of the bacillus 0 to 20 (year{1) 4:7 [21], 7:7 [49] and 23:4 (year{1) in [51]

rf Growth of the fleas on rats 175 (year{1) [68]

Kf Carrying capacity of fleas per rat 2 (fleas) [18] H

a Search efficiency of free fleas 0:004 [21]

df Natural mortality of free fleas 17:4 (year{1) [6]

n Number of subpopulations 1, 2, 4 or 25 Arbitrary choices

m Proportion of inter-subpopulations infections 0:01 Rough estimate; 0:03 in [21]

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003039.t001

Plague Persistence: Host Structure and Resistance
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changes in their values (see sensitivity analysis of R0 in Supporting

Figure S3). The parameters Kf and df have more effect on the

value of R0 but their range of possible values is better known

[6,18]. As we did not have a precise estimate of the value of b (the

transmission rate varies between fleas and depends whether these

are blocked or not; transmission efficiency was found to be about

4:7 or 7:7 year{1 for blocked X. cheopis [49,50], and 23:4 year{1

for unblocked X. cheopis [51]) and as it had a strong effect on the

value of R0, we investigated the outcomes of the model for a range

of values of b (0 to 20 year{1) and calculated the critical

transmission of the disease, b0, which is defined as the value of b
for R0~1 (see equation (4) below).

In the deterministic model, the disease initially spreads if and

only if R0w1, which is equivalent to

b0w
1

Kf

1z
df

1{e({aK)

� �
ð4Þ

The threshold transmission parameter b0 is plotted as a

horizontal black line in Figures 1, 2 and 3; its values match with

the values of b0 obtained by numerical simulations (Figure 1).

However, as already mentioned, the R0w1 condition does not

imply long-term persistence: Figure 1 shows that the equilibrium

states with disease persistence (S�,I�) disappears when b increases

further above the critical transmission threshold b0, especially for

large host populations. For K~25,000 rats and values of b just

above b0, strong oscillations of the number of rats occur in each

class, with low values between the peaks (Supporting Figures S4

and S5, b~11 year{1). For higher values of b, no oscillations

happen but an epidemic wave decimates the host population

(Supporting Figure S4, b~14 year{1): both the disease and the

rat population therefore go extinct.

Without resistant rats, the disease can thus not persist in the

long run within large host populations, except for a thin range of b
values. However, for smaller population sizes, the amplitude of the

dynamics decreases (Supporting Figure S5), which prevents the

extinction of the rat population and allows for disease persistence

(Figure 1(b)). We thus observe that above the critical transmission,

high host population sizes disadvantage the long-term persistence

of plague.

It is worth noting that the same system without the flea

compartment and with a direct disease transmission instead

(system (S1.2) in the Supporting Text S1) shows stable equilibria

when b is above the critical transmission b0 (Supporting Figure

S6): the vectors therefore play a major role in the observed high

amplitude dynamics leading to plague extinction by prolonging

the infection process after the rats’ death (free fleas infected by Y.

pestis survive long enough to widely spread the disease). This point

highlights the importance of accounting for the flea demography

whenever studying the epidemiology of plague.

The above results are not highly dependent on the values of all

other parameters linked to the behaviour of fleas and rats:

changing these values may have a quantitative effect on the critical

transmission b0 but it does not modify the qualitative behaviour of

the system (see the sensitivity analysis of the equilibrium states on

Supporting Figure S7).

Long-term plague persistence with resistance, without
spatial structure

When resistant rats R were included into the system (system (1)),

three stable equilibrium states existed: (0,0,0), (S�,0,0), and

(S�,I�,R�) (Figure 2). The threshold b0 for disease propagation,

i.e. R0~1, corresponds here to the limit between the equilibria

(S�,0,0) and (S�,I�,R�). The expression of R0 remains the same as

without resistant hosts (see equation (3)).

Contrasting with the system without resistant rats, changing the

carrying capacity K of the rat population does not influence the

equilibrium states: when including resistant rats in the model,

plague persists as long as R0w1 (Figure 2 and Supporting Figure

S8). The sensitivity analysis showed that this result is not sensitive

to changes in parameter values (Supporting Figure S9). The

pattern of short epidemics followed by disease extinction that we

previously observed and which was due to a lack of surviving

susceptible rats, does not occur anymore because resistant rats

allow the maintenance of not only resistant but also susceptible

phenotypes (through partial heritability of resistance, pv1) in the

population.

Long-term plague persistence with spatial structure,
without resistance

In order to study the effect of spatial structure alone, we here

assumed that resistant rats were absent (see system (S1.1) in the

Supporting Text S1). The deterministic analysis of the system

shows that host population structure alone allows for disease

persistence when bwb0 and rwd (Figure 3). Indeed, when the

metapopulation is subdivided into enough subpopulations, oscil-

lations in the number of healthy and infectious rats occur in each

subpopulation, but the numbers of individuals stay above unity.

Thus, host population structure allows plague persistence for

parameter values where the disease would go to extinction in non-

structured populations. Fragmentation turns large host popula-

tions which undergo high amplitude cycling dynamics (K&25,000
rats, Figures 1(a) and 3(a)) into small subpopulations which

undergo dynamics of decreased amplitude (K&1,000 rats,

Figures 1(b), 3(c) and Supporting Figure S5). However, if the

total carrying capacity of the metapopulation is strongly decreased

(Kv1,000 rats), then the densities of rats in each subpopulation

become too low to allow for disease persistence.

Stochastic analyses with parameter values such that R0w1
revealed that even a weak spatial structure increases the time of

disease extinction by several decades (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). The

effect of population structure is twofold. First, population structure

introduces extinction-recolonization dynamics of the disease

between local foci (Supporting Figure S10), due to the asynchrony

of the dynamics between subpopulations. Secondly, consistent

with our deterministic results in non structured populations of

susceptible rats, as long as b remains above the critical

transmission b0 the disease persists for longer in smaller

populations (n~1 and K~6,250 rats, no disease persistence after

t&12 years across all our simulations; see Figure 4(c)) than in

larger ones (n~1 and K~25,000 rats, no disease persistence after

t&1:5 years in all our simulations; see Figure 4(a)). Thus, the

longer persistence of the disease in the four-subpopulation

metapopulation of K~25,000 rats (no disease persistence after

t&87 years; see Figure 4(b)) is due to both a population size

reduction (in each subpopulation) and to extinction-recolonization

dynamics of the disease. However, if population subdivision is too

high, or the subpopulations too isolated (tested with m~0:001 and

n~4), extinction time decreases again, as recolonization events

become rare (Supporting Figure S11).

Discussion

Host population size and disease persistence
In rat populations without resistant rats, our results show that

the persistence of the disease is favoured by intermediate

Plague Persistence: Host Structure and Resistance
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population sizes. This may seem surprising given that the

propagation of many infectious diseases is known to be favoured

by larger host population sizes [52,53]. However, disease invasion

and persistence are two very different phenomenons [54], and the

classically reported effect of population size on R0 [53] is a matter

of invasion rather than persistence. Here, the presence of vectors,

the fleas, amplifies the spread of the disease (the fleas act as a very

short-term external reservoir, [55,56]) and thus triggers, after an

intense epidemic, the extinction of the disease in large populations.

Accordingly, other empirical studies reported that high host

carrying capacities favour the invasion but not the persistence of

plague. In Kazakhstan for instance, plague epidemics have been

shown to be preceded by an increase in gerbil abundance over a

minimum abundance threshold [22,27], but the abundance of

gerbils would predict plague endemicity (ie, long-term persistence)

less than the probability of plague epidemics [23]. Heier et al. [23]

suggested that if the initial spread of plague is faster when the

population density of rodents is high, so is the extinction of the

rodent population [23].

Roles of resistance and structure
In large rat populations, we find that the presence of resistant

rats alone may explain plague persistence. This confirms the

hypothesis of a role for resistance in the endemism of plague [55].

Keeling & Gilligan [21] showed that if the initial proportion of

resistant rats is below 20%, then short epizootics are more likely to

occur than disease persistence. Previous theoretical studies [28,57]

assumed that resistant rats could play the role of plague reservoirs,

by carrying infectious fleas, or that infectious rats could recover

[21], whereby restoring the population of disease-sensitive rats.

Our results show that these assumptions are not required to

account for the persistence of this highly virulent disease, but that

what matters most is the fact that resistant rats provide a source of

new sensitive rats (since resistance is not totally heritable, pv1).

Also, spatial structure alone may account for plague persistence.

The possible recovery of infectious rats and the presence of

resistant hosts were included in the model of Keeling and Gilligan

[21], but we show here that they are not necessary to induce the

long-term persistence of plague. A weak structure is enough to

explain decades of disease persistence. It confirms what was

already suggested by Salkeld et al. [27]. The effect of spatial

structure is related to the combined effects of reduced subpopu-

lation sizes and asynchrony between subpopulations. As in [58,59],

we indeed find that plague extinction takes longer for an

intermediate force of coupling, m, between subpopulations.

Interestingly, the extinction-recolonization dynamics we observe

happen to have about the same tempo as chronic re-emergences

that have been recorded in some plague foci, such as the Kazakh

focus, where epizootics last two to five years and occur every two

to eight years [60]. Our results on the role of spatial structure are

supported by field observations on prairie dogs (Cynomys sp.): in the

United States, prairie dog colonies are on average smaller and

separated by larger distances in regions where plague has

historically been endemic than in regions where plague is

historically absent [24]. Mortality due to Y. pestis is, for prairie

dogs, close to 100%: the theoretical model we developed for

susceptible rats may thus be applied to this example.

Both population subdivision alone and the presence of resistant

rats may thus contribute to promote the persistence of plague in

natural foci. However, the host population structure allows the

persistence of the disease for a duration depending on the degree

of spatial structure and on the features of the host and flea

populations, while the presence of resistant hosts may allow a

stable persistence of plague.

Two hypotheses to explain the focal distribution of
plague in Madagascar

In Madagascar, the plague focus is restricted to the central

highlands. The focal persistence of plague may be explained by

two different (non mutually exclusive) mechanisms, both of which

will need to be validated through further field studies.

First, the differential persistence of plague may be due to

different parameters in highlands and lowlands, such that R0 is

above unity in the highlands and below unity in the lowlands. The

few comparative studies that exist have not shown any major

difference yet in biological parameter values related to rats

between lowlands and highlands [3,31] (J.-M. Duplantier,

unpublished data). However, most of the parameter values linked

to the fleas that we used have not been measured in Madagascar

(b, df , rf , a). Some of these parameters (b, df ) are among the ones

which influence the basic reproductive number of the disease R0

most. Climate is different in highlands and lowlands and may

influence plague transmission by fleas [26,61]. Moreover, flea

Figure 3. Equilibrium states for a susceptible host metapopulation composed of (a) 2 subpopulations, (b) 4 subpopulations and (c)
25 subpopulations (deterministic analysis). Total carrying capacity = 25,000 rats. Other parameter values are given in Table 1. Stable equilibrium
states: (0,0) in black, (S� ,0) in dark grey and (S� ,I�) in light grey.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003039.g003
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communities are different, as one of the flea species (S. fonquerniei) is

only in central highlands. The two flea species may not have the

same demographic and transmission characteristics, and S.

fonquerniei could play a role in the endemism of plague by being

responsible for a high transmission: it has been shown to carry

more bacillus Y. pestis during the plague season than X. cheopis [62].

Thus, further studies would be needed to experimentally compare

the two flea species.

Even if both regions had R0 above unity (being or not equal),

our results suggest that the persistence or extinction of the disease

in each area may be explained by differences in the dynamics of

the system, due to the presence/absence of resistant hosts and of

population structure. In Madagascar, highlands were colonized by

rats from Malagasy coastal populations some 800 years ago [63],

long before the introduction of plague in the island. As no resistant

phenotype, even at low frequency, has been found in rats from

coastal populations [34], it seems likely that resistance evolved

secondarily, after the spread of plague in highland rat populations.

Population genetic studies showed that Malagasy rat populations

are more genetically structured in landscapes characterised by

sharp topographical relief, such as those found in some regions of

the highlands, than in flat areas (Brouat et al., in revision). Rat

population structure may thus have been more favourable to the

persistence of the disease in the highlands than in coastal areas,

and for periods of time sufficiently long to select resistance alleles.

The evolution of resistance in the highlands may have in turn led

to a more long-term plague persistence in this area. Host

population structure and host resistance could thus have had a

synergic effect to maintain plague in the Malagasy highlands.

Testing this scenario would require more thorough theoretical

studies based on the estimation of numerous biological parameters,

especially in Malagasy flea populations (see above). Also, this

requires the examination of the time needed for a resistance allele

to invade a metapopulation depending on spatial structure.

However, it is interesting to note that the scenario of a secondary

evolution of host resistance in a restricted geographical range has

already been identified for other diseases, such as malaria in

Hawaii, for which resistance has only been selected in low altitude

[64]. Also, an empirical analysis of the genetic structure of Y. pestis

among prairie dogs in Arizona [25] suggests a dispersion dynamic

of plague consistent with the above scenario. This latter study

highlights the existence of two stages in plague propagation: first a

phase of rapid expansion, through the encounter of a highly dense

susceptible rodent population, and then a phase of decline of the

host population and of extinction of the disease, except if slow and

stable transmission cycles can arise either through resistant hosts,

or spatially structured or low density susceptible populations [25].

Conclusion
Using a simple model of plague propagation, we showed that

both resistance and population subdivision may explain plague

endemism. Madagascar may be a good illustration of how these

two factors may act together, in synergy, to favour the long-term

persistence of this highly virulent disease. However, further

comparative field studies should aim at testing our assumptions

on plague establishment in Madagascar, by trying to better assess

the parameter values in the lowlands and highlands.

It is worth noting that several aspects of the cycle of plague

transmission have been neglected in our study. Some of these

could play an additional role in Madagascar, others should not

have any impact, and all of them could be involved in plague

persistence in other foci. Indeed, the existence of multi-plague

reservoirs [5,15,55] seems unlikely in Madagascar, as R. rattus is

margely dominant in rural communities, representing at least 95%

of the captures [3,65]. Also, although plague persistence in soils

may exist in very peculiar situations (e.g., [66]) or in steppic

environments [16,17], it has never been demonstrated in

Madagascar [17]. Alternatively, the heterogeneity in the phenol-

ogy of the host reproduction [15], the direct transmission of Y.

pestis inside burrows (through for example the release of the

bacillus as aerosols [18,19]), or the fact that resistant rats might be

infectious for a short period of time before recovering (not shown

for rats but observed for mice, [67]) or might release infectious

fleas at their death could play additional roles in Madagascar and

remain to be tested.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Long-term plague persistence without resis-
tant rats and without structure, based on Keeling &

Figure 4. Estimated probability of persistence of susceptible rats S and infectious rats I through time, in (a) one non structured
population of K~25,000 rats, (b) 4 subpopulations with total K~25,000 rats (ie, 6,250 rats per subpopulation), and (c) one non
structured population of K~6,250 rats. This probability was estimated on 100 simulations. r~15 year{1 , b~11 year{1 and other parameter
values are given in Table 1. The Supporting Figure S10 illustrates, for one of the simulations in (b), the extinction-recolonization dynamics of the
disease which occur between the subpopulations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003039.g004
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Gilligan’s model. Equilibrium states for a susceptible popula-

tion, according to the rat’s maximal birth rate, r, and the

transmission rate, b, based on the model presented in [20]. (a)

K~25,000 rats, (b) K~1,000 rats. Values for other parameters

follow the ones presented in Table 1 and rats are assumed not to

recover from plague infection (g~0 in Keeling & Gilligan’s

model). Stable equilibrium states: (0,0) in black, (S�,0) in dark grey

and (S�,I�) in light grey. The outcomes of the model developed by

Keeling & Gilligan [20] are very similar to those obtained with our

model simulated with the same parameter values (compare this

figure with Figure 1 in the main text).

(TIF)

Figure S2 Long-term plague persistence with resistant
rats and without structure, based on Keeling & Gilli-
gan’s model. Equilibrium states for a rat population including

resistant rats, according to the maximal birth rate of rats, r, and

the transmission rate, b, based on the model presented in [20].

Parameter values are given in Table 1, K~25,000 rats and rats

are assumed not to recover from plague infection (g~0 in Keeling

& Gilligan’s model). Stable equilibrium states: (0,0,0) in black,

(S�,0,0) in dark grey, (S�,I�,0) in light grey and (S�,I�,R�) in white.

The outcomes of the model developed by Keeling & Gilligan [20]

are very similar to those obtained with our model simulated with

the same parameter values (compare this figure with Figure 2 in

the main text).

(TIF)

Figure S3 Sensitivity of the basic reproductive number
of the disease, R0, to parameter values, for (a) K~25,000
rats and (b) K~1,000 rats. The sensitivity corresponds to

D(R0)
D( parameter value )

. It was calculated by increasing each paramater

value by 10%.

(TIF)

Figure S4 Dynamics of the deterministic system with-
out resistant rats (system (S1.1) in Supporting Text S1),
for K~25,000 rats, r~15 year{1 and (a) b~9 year{1, (b)

b~10 year{1, (c) b~11 year{1 and (d) b~14 year{1. Values

for other parameters follow the ones presented in Table 1. Time in

years. Equilibria reached: (a) (S�,0), (b) (S�,I�), (c) (0,0) and (d)

(0,0).

(TIF)

Figure S5 Minimum and maximum values of the
oscillations of the number of rats S and I (system
(S1.1), without resistant rats, in the Supporting Text S1)

according to the carrying capacity K, for r~15 year{1 and

(a) b~11 year{1, (b) b~15 year{1. Values for other parameters

follow the ones presented in Table 1. Only the numbers of rats S

and I above 10{3 are shown (log(10{3)&{6:9).

(TIF)

Figure S6 Equilibrium states for susceptible rat popu-
lations in which the disease would spread without
vectors (system (S1.2) in the Supporting Text S1).

m~10 year{1. Values for other parameters follow the ones

presented in Table 1. R0~
b

dzm
. Stable equilibrium states: (0,0) in

black, (S�,0) in dark grey and (S�,I�) in light grey.

(TIF)

Figure S7 Sensitivity of the equilibrium states of the
system without resistant rats (system (S1.1) in Support-
ing Text S1) to each parameter value, given K~25,000 rats

(a, c, e, g, i and k) and K~1,000 rats (b, d, f, h, j, l): parameter a
(a, b), d (c, d), df (e, f), Kf (g, h), m (i, j) and rf (k, l). Each

parameter value is increased by 50% and other parameters values

follow the ones presented in Table 1. Stable equilibrium states:

(0,0) in black, (S�,0) in dark grey and (S�,I�) in light grey. This

figure is to be compared with Figure 1.

(TIF)

Figure S8 Dynamics of the deterministic system with
resistant rats (system (1)), for K~25,000 rats, r~15 year{1

and for (a) b~9 year{1 and (b) b~11 year{1. Values for other

parameters follow the ones presented in Table 1. Time in years.

Equilibria reached: (a) (S�,0,0) and (b) (S�,I�,R�).
(TIF)

Figure S9 Sensitivity of the equilibrium states of the
system with resistant rats (system (0)) to each param-
eter value: (a) parameter a, (b) d, (c) df , (d) Kf , (e) m, (f) p, and (g)

rf . Each parameter value is increased by 50%, other parameters

values follow the ones in Table 1, and K~25,000 rats. Stable

equilibrium states: (0,0,0) in black, (S�,0,0) in dark grey, (S�,I�,0)

in light grey and (S�,I�,R�) in white. This figure is to be compared

with Figure 2.

(TIF)

Figure S10 Extinction-recolonisation dynamics. Number

of infectious rats I through time in each subpopulation, for one of

the stochastic simulations performed in Figure 4(b). In blue:

stochastic results, in orange: deterministic results. r~15 year{1,

b~11 year{1 and other parameter values given in Table 1. The

blue arrows indicate when the plague recolonizes a subpopulation

from which it had disappeared (rescue effect). The disease never

totally goes extinct in the deterministic model (epidemics still occur

even if the number of infectious rats goes through extremely low

values between the epidemics).

(TIF)

Figure S11 Effect of decreased force of coupling be-
tween subpopulations. Estimated probability of persistence of

susceptible rats S and infectious rats I through time (measured on

60 simulations), for a metapopulation of 4 subpopulations with

total K~25,000 rats and with proportion of inter-subpopulation

infections (force of coupling between subpopulations) m~0:001.

r~15 year{1, b~11 year{1 and other parameter values given in

Table 1. This figure is to be compared with Figure 4(b).

(TIF)

Text S1 Other systems used.

(PDF)

Text S2 Calculation of the propagation threshold by the
Next Generation Approach.

(PDF)
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